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ABSTRACT
OpenStreetMap (OSM) data are widely used but their reliability is still variable. Many contributors 
to OSM have not been trained in geography or surveying and consequently their contributions, 
including geometry and attribute data inserts, deletions, and updates, can be inaccurate, 
incomplete, inconsistent, or vague. There are some mechanisms and applications dedicated to 
discovering bugs and errors in OSM data. Such systems can remove errors through user-checks 
and applying predefined rules but they need an extra control process to check the real-world 
validity of suspected errors and bugs. This paper focuses on finding bugs and errors based on 
patterns and rules extracted from the tracking data of users. The underlying idea is that certain 
characteristics of user trajectories are directly linked to the type of feature. Using such rules, 
some sets of potential bugs and errors can be identified and stored for further investigations.
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1. Introduction

Although OpenStreetMap (OSM) data have been widely 
used by a range of different applications, its reliability 
and accuracy have been questioned since most con-
tributors are not doing so as geospatial data experts 
(Hashemi and Abbaspour 2015; Salk et al. 2015). The 
quality aspects of OSM have been investigated by dif-
ferent researchers (Amirian et al. 2015; Arsanjani et al. 
2015; Fan et al. 2014; Helbich et al. 2012; Koukoletsos, 
Haklay, and Ellul 2012). A recent study has shown the 
essentiality of an expert-validation phase for OSM data 
quality assurance (Salk et al. 2015). Many of current 
quality-assurance-related applications have focused on 
comparing OSM data with other sources of data, such as 
from Google Maps and Ordnance Survey (UK) to eval-
uate OSM positional, temporal, and thematic accuracy 
and completeness of coverage.

Data-validation methods, such as node spacing on spec-
ified feature polygons in an OSM snapshot, can either be 
based on user-checking or on predefined automated rules 
which can detect and correct bugs and errors. Such rules are 
mainly based on logical assumptions and mapping agen-
cies specification standards, for example, that two crossing 
roads at the same level must have an intersection.

The idea presented in this paper is to analyze users’ 
travel behaviors to derive rules, which can be used for 

checking and validating the quality of user-generated 
data. This paper focuses on this approach, which is find-
ing bugs and errors based on spatial knowledge extracted 
from anonymous tracking data of users.

Rules for error detection and data correction, based 
on detected categories or specific types of error, can be 
also based on users’ travel behaviors and patterns. Thus, 
it is possible to learn rules and recognize patterns over 
trajectories and use these to check OSM data validity. 
Such patterns and rules may highlight anomalies and 
unusual data patterns as potential errors which can then 
be manually examined or in some cases automatically 
corrected. For example, from the analysis of tracking 
data, some indoor corridors which have been wrongly 
tagged as “tunnel” can be found. This can be done by 
analyzing trajectories, categorizing them into car, pedes-
trian, bicycle, wheelchair, bus, and tram. This analysis 
is based on each trajectory’s average speed and some 
recognizable patterns such as sequential stops. From the 
travel mode of the trajectories, the underlying path can 
be directly categorized. For example, if only groups of 
pedestrians and wheelchairs use an indoor path (which 
has been tagged as a road tunnel) and there is no car or 
bus trajectory matching that path, it is possible to store 
this path in a “potentially wrongly tagged features” data-
set for further quality processing. Figure 1 shows a path, 
wrongly tagged as “tunnel”, that has been calculated as 
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techniques such as clustering, classification, and regres-
sion. In order to extract patterns and rules, the density, 
consistency, and frequency of the input trajectories are 
important. Depending on the area of coverage, the num-
ber of trajectories and the time interval in which trajec-
tories are captured can vary significantly.

In order to analyze data with this approach, firstly 
anomalies and abnormalities are detected and excluded 
from input data-sets using statistical (spatial and tempo-
ral) analysis. Then, using clustering, classification meth-
ods and rule association approaches clusters of data are 
identified. At this stage, criteria such as spatio-temporal 
and topological relationships, speed, stops, and corre-
sponding times are considered from which rules and 
patterns may be recognized.

Rules and patterns are used to detect anomalies and 
abnormalities, which can be considered as potential 
errors and bugs in OSM data. Potential errors and bugs 
are stored in a spatial data-set categorized into feature 
classes referring to specific groups of errors, such as 
invalid connections feature class, wrongly tagged fea-
ture class.

Finding errors and bugs using inferred rules and 
learnt patterns is more likely to have real-world results 
since the rules are based on actual movements while 
simultaneously the method is potentially a more 
dynamic approach to crowd sourcing of transport and 
navigation patterns.

The next section discusses OSM data quality and 
explores aspects of OSM data quality. Section three pro-
poses a crowd source-based approach to detect poten-
tial errors of OSM data. In this approach, trajectories of 

the shortest path for a car by an OSM-based routing ser-
vice, such as pgRouting or OpenRouteService. It is also 
possible to see that no vehicle takes this route and only 
pedestrians take the (indoor) route in order to get to the 
same ending point from the same starting point. This 
can also be another approach to infer or check path tags.

Another example of such an approach, that is ana-
lyzing user trajectories to recognize errors and bugs, is 
finding invalid connections (such as invalid motorway 
junctions). Invalid connections, junctions, or intersec-
tions can be detected if tracking data show no turning, 
short stop (while waiting for clear conditions to turn or 
due to a traffic lights at that point) or noticeable change 
in speed at or near such points (ignoring small devia-
tions from average due to traffic delays). For example, 
based on travel behavior and patterns recognized over 
tracking data, it is possible to identify parking spaces, 
recognize wrongly tagged roads by finding the average 
speed of trajectories and also one-way “dead-end” roads 
(cul-de-sacs), which can be detected using headings of 
movements showing travelers moving in both direc-
tions. The underlying information extracted from the 
raw trajectories is, for example, based on type of travel 
mode and movement changes, from which higher level 
knowledge about patterns may be extracted.

In order to recognize such patterns and rules in data, 
an inference engine was developed as an ArcGIS add-in 
to store, visualize and analyze trajectories and then infer 
rules and patterns using spatio-temporal data mining 
techniques. Tracking data, which have been captured 
over a period of two month using a mobile app installed 
on volunteers’ mobile devices, was analyzed based on 

Figure 1. an example of wrongly tagged feature in osm: an indoor corridor wrongly tagged as a tunnel.
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movement are analyzed to extract some patterns and 
rules, which help to detect anomalies and errors within 
OSM data. Finally in the fourth section, an implemented 
Arc GIS add-in which is served by the same data min-
ing module is illustrated in support of the proposed 
approach.

2. OpenStreetMap data quality

2.1. OpenStreetMap data quality aspects and 
issues

The two-way interaction between users and provid-
ers of information in Web 2.0 has had a revolutionary 
effect on geospatial data exchange, including Web map-
ping (Haklay, Singleton, and Parker 2008). As a result, 
Volunteered Geographical Information (VGI) is a new 
source of information in which there is no definite tradi-
tional boundary between the authoritative map produc-
ers and the public map consumers (Goodchild 2007). 
Almost equally, VGI has also been referred to in the lit-
erature as crowd-sourced geographical data (Goodchild 
and Glennon 2010). OpenStreetMap (OSM) is one of the 
most prominent examples of crowd-sourced VGI. OSM, 
which was started in 2004 as a project (and in 2006 as 
a foundation), has attracted over two million registered 
users at the time of writing (OSM Wiki n.d;.). OSM 
users may freely map any area of the world in a Web 2.0 
collaborative manner, and the produced maps become 
instantly available for free public access all around the 
world. Users may map the world using a variety of tech-
nique, such as using GPS traces or their local knowledge 
assisted with some aerial imagery (Haklay and Weber 
2008). Moreover, the unrestricted usage of key-value 
pairs for tagging features provides an excellent means 
of customized annotations suitable for thematic applica-
tions. A complete review of OSM recent developments 
is available (Neis and Zielstra 2014).

Although OSM is rapidly growing in content and 
contributors, its credibility has been one of the main 
concerns for authoritative users. The belief that it is 
made by amateurs is perceived to limit trust in the 
value of this free data source within the traditional 
GIS community. OSM data quality has been the main 
concern regarding its reliability among map con-
sumers, especially for these authoritative consum-
ers (Flanagin and Metzger 2008; Fonte et al. 2015). 
The quality of OSM data (for different geographical 
features and/or contexts) is extensively studied and 
analyzed in the literature. A detailed review is not 
in the scope of this paper. More detailed studies are 
available, (Barron, Neis, and Zipf 2014; Helbich et al. 
2012; Mondzech and Sester 2011; Ludwig, Voss, and 
Krause-Traudes 2011; Kounadi 2009; Fan et al. 2014; 
Mooney, Corcoran, and Winstanley 2010; Salk et al. 
2015; Herfort, Eckle, and Zipf 2015; Ali et al. 2014; 
Hashemi and Abbaspour 2015).

There are, however, some OSM-specific quality 
characteristics (as reviewed by Mooney, Corcoran, 
and Winstanley 2010) that come to our focus. In 
part, this relates to the free and open nature of fea-
ture attribution in OSM. Taxonomically, each feature 
in OSM can have an unlimited number of attributes 
in a key-value pair free-text format. The OSM com-
munity has documented a list of key-value pairs that 
can be used to describe a real-world feature (OSM 
Wiki n.d.). These can be used as a reference for qual-
ity metrics; however, the list may change over time 
and users are free to use their own tags to elaborate 
particular feature attributes to be used in customized 
rendering tools.

OSM data quality can be checked using two main 
approaches: comparing OSM data with authoritative 
resources, and rule-based (manual or automatic) 
self-detection. In the latter, the rules may be either 
user specified or extracted from the data. The next 
subsection explains each approach with implemented 
examples.

2.2. OpenStreetMaps data validation techniques 
and methods

As described above, there are three main categories of 
OSM quality control: (a) comparing OSM data against 
authoritative spatial data, (b) user and rule-based check-
ing, and (c) crowd-source rule and pattern extraction 
for rule-based checking. This sub-section explains the 
first two categories in more detail and the next section 
explains the last one providing an application and imple-
mentation example.

2.2.1. Comparing OSM data with “authoritative” 
resources
The success, openness, and free availability of OSM has 
made it a very good examination ground for researchers 
to study the different aspects of collaborative mapping 
characteristics, such as comparative accuracy and com-
pleteness analysis (Haklay 2010) and patterns of data 
collection (Haklay et al. 2010) (Mooney and Corcoran 
2011).

Existing research on OSM quality statistically 
compares an OSM snapshot with reference maps in 
order to assess OSM’s overall accuracy and/or com-
pleteness. For example, the positional accuracy of the 
OSM features is evaluated by matching them with the 
UK national Ordnance Survey mapping (Ather 2009; 
Haklay 2010; Kounadi 2009). Similar investigations 
have been undertaken by Zielstra and Zipf (2010), 
Neis, Zielstra, and Zipf (2013), and Barron, Neis, and 
Zipf (2014). Regarding attribution accuracy and/or 
completeness, the naming of the UK road network 
has been compared to that by the Ordnance Survey 
(Pourabdollah2014).
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do not edit OSM data directly, but it is edited based on 
knowledge, patterns, and rules extracted from move-
ments. Contributors provide to a centralized repository 
their movement trajectories and an inference system 
finds patterns in the data and derives inherent rules 
which can be used to assess and improve the quality 
of OSM data. Such patterns and rules may highlight 
anomalies and unusual data which may be errors and 
which can then be manually examined or in some cases 
automatically corrected.

For example, if a cluster of trajectories, classified as 
“driver” based on average speed and map-matched fea-
tures, shows travel in both directions, while the OSM 
data attribute for the matching feature is a one-way 
street, then it is possible to identify a potential error. 
However, this error and bug detection approach uses a 
conservative strategy; the robustness of the rules and the 
reliability of the results highly depend on the application 
requirements, the spatial, temporal coverage, and size of 
training and test data-sets. Any bug and error identified 
by this approach is highlighted for more investigation.

Another example of such an approach is finding inva-
lid connections (such as invalid motorway junctions). 
Invalid connections, junctions, or intersections can be 
detected if tracking data show no turning, short stop 
(while waiting for clear conditions to turn or due to a 
traffic light at that point) or noticeable change in speed 
at or near such points. There are many more possibilities 
for inference-based error and bug detection rules that 
could be specified from analysis of trajectory data to 
check and improve OSM data quality.

Rules and patterns can be applied to detect anoma-
lies and abnormalities, which potentially indicate errors 
and bugs. They can stored in a spatial data-set, cate-
gorized into feature classes referring to specific groups 
of errors, such as invalid connections, wrongly tagged 
feature class, newly constructed features which have not 
been added to OSM.

Finding errors and bugs using inferred rules and 
learnt patterns from crowd-source data is more likely to 
have valid real-world results since the rules are based on 
actual behavior. This offers a potentially more dynamic 
approach to crowd sourcing of transport and navigation 
patterns. In addition, it extracts rules and patterns from 
trajectories so is more adaptable to the domain, since 
many pieces of information can be potentially extracted 
from trajectories. In contrast, a user-quality-control 
approach, where contributors directly edit OSM data, 
users edit based on their own knowledge, and under-
standing which might not be correct or up-to-date. 
This can cause many contradictory edits from different 
users, who have different understandings of meaning 
of each tag and attribute, different knowledge of spatial 
accuracy of a feature, and so on. By using automatically 
captured trajectories, it is possible to extract such knowl-
edge and take action (edit, delete, or insert a feature) 

2.2.2. User and rule-based checking
Internal data-validation methods have been developed, 
such as node spacing on specified feature polygons in 
an OSM snapshot (Mooney and Corcoran 2011) and 
other online and desktop tools (Haklay 2010; Haklay 
et al. 2010; JOSM n.d.; Kounadi 2009). These methods 
and tools can either be based on user-checking or on 
predefined automated rules which can detect and correct 
bugs and errors. For example, Pourabdollah et al. (2013) 
introduced 17 rules to a system that manually checks 
OSM’s geometry and attribute data quality. The system 
can find some specific types of bugs and errors such 
as wrongly tagged bridges/tunnels, invalid motorway 
connections and one-way dead-end roads. Such rules are 
mainly based on logical assumptions and mapping agen-
cies standards. For example, two roads crossing at the 
same level must have an intersection. However, another 
controlling process is typically also needed to check the 
real-world validity of identified errors and bugs. If rules 
were based on users’ travel behavior, rather than manual 
or even automated rule-based checking, detected errors 
and bugs would be more likely to be correctly identified 
and less labor-intensive checking would be needed.

There are some enhanced error discovery and/or error 
reporting tools available for OSM, as well as some other 
tools to validate or fix the errors locally before feeding it 
into OSM. There are also a number of community-sup-
ported error-reporting tools, in which OpenStreetBugs 
(OpenStreetBugs n.d.) and MapDust (Scobbler GmbH 
2012) are two known examples.

In addition, online or desktop tools exist ranging 
from pre- to post-validation tools. Error detecting 
tools such as KeepRight (2012), OSMOS (n.d.), and 
OSM Inspector (2012) perform the automatic analysis 
of OSM data and visualize the detected errors on slippy 
maps. KeepRight nicely visualizes the detected bugs but 
the front page visualization is the only means of access 
to the detected errors. OSMOS does the similar job in 
France and OSMInspector does the same in Germany. 
JOSM Validator is an integrated part of JOSM (n.d.), the 
Java-based OSM editor. The program runs a series of 
pre-entry validation tests on the data before they can be 
uploaded to OSM. A full list of OSM quality assurance 
tools is available (OSM Wiki n.d.).

The next section describes crowd-source rule and 
pattern extraction for OSM quality assurance purposes. 
In particular, it focuses on finding errors in OSM data 
based on spatial knowledge extracted from anonymous 
tracking data of users.

3. Validation using crowd-sourced trajectory 
mining

There is another approach which benefits from the 
advantages of crowd-source data capture, although it 
is not based on the direct contribution of users. Users 
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Figure 2. trajectory analyzer dockable window (developed arcGis add-in).

Figure 3. noise/error filtering and stay point detection tab.
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National University of Ireland, Maynooth (NUIM). 
Positional data were captured using GPS and mobile 
networks (usually when user is moving outdoors) or 
it can be captured from QR codes affixed to most of 
the major turning points and important features (spe-
cially for indoor localization) using a QR code reader 
app (Basiri, Amirian, and Winstanley 2014; Basiri et 
al. 2016). It is also possible to capture the trajectory of 
movement from a network of ceiling mounted cameras 
(such as CCTVs).

There are two pre-processing stages on the data: ano-
nymity control and noise filtering/error exclusion.

Due to privacy and data protection issues, it is highly 
important to anonymize the data especially when the 
data are from CCTV cameras (Gidofalvi, Huang, and 
Pedersen 2007). Therefore, tracking data are stored 
without any reference to a user’s identification. There 
are various anonymisers (Chow and Mokbel 2011). 
This paper uses the K-anonymity program (Kalnis et 
al. 2007), which is trusted third party software often used 
on tracking data (Chow and Mokbel 2011). The data are 
stored in centralized systems or on decentralized peer 
devices (Ghinita, Kalnis, and Skiadopoulos 2007). The 
anonymizer removes the ID of the user and cloaks the 
exact user location in the spatial database.

Anonymized trajectories can have some points that 
are not perfectly accurate or in some cases even valid. 
Such errors and noises should be filtered in advance to 
minimize the invalid results at the end of the data min-
ing process. It is very important to remember this phase 
is being carried out to filter the errors and noises and it is 
not to exclude the abnormalities and anomalies, as they 
might be helpful for some applications and scenarios. 
The noises and errors are in the data due some reasons 
including poor and multipath positioning signals or 
tracking the reflection (for example on windows) rather 
than actual location of the users by CCTV camera. In 
order to detect and exclude noises and errors, there are 
some methods available, such as Kalman and Particle 
filtering and mean (or median) filters, described and 
reviewed by Lee and Krumm (2011).

This application, however, used a heuristic-based 
method, as the other filters replace the noise/error in 
the trajectory with an estimated value and this may have 
a significant impact on the output of trajectory mining 
(i.e. the recognized patterns and rules). It calculates the 
distance and the travel time between each consecutive 
couple of points in the trajectory and then the travel 
speed for each segment can be easily calculated. Then it 
is possible to find out the segments whose travel speeds 
are larger than a threshold (for example, 360 km/h). If 
the travel mode for each trajectory is also identifiable 
(identified by the contributors or based on statistical 
methods which can find of the consecutive segments 
with the almost the same average speed classifiable into 
three classes of pedestrian, car/bus/ train, and bicycle), 

where a large enough sample of trajectories support the 
inferred knowledge and pattern.

In order to extract rules and patterns, we use several 
spatio-temporal data mining techniques. There are some 
preconditions that should be satisfied to make sure that 
the results are valid and are not based on incomplete 
input data sets. If the input data-set is small (for example, 
in terms of the number of samples and the extent and 
density/frequency of trajectories with respect to space 
and time), then outputs (the rules and patterns) may be 
valid only for a specific situation, area, and time interval. 
The level of robustness of output knowledge is strongly 
correlated with input sample size. In this regard, for suc-
cessful pattern recognition and rule extraction, there are 
some rules-of-thumb:

(i)  The sample size of trajectory data has to be large, 
otherwise the training and control/test process 
may not find all patterns contained in the data.

(ii)  The sample data should be dense enough to give 
complete spatial coverage.

(iii)  The sample data should be frequent enough to 
give complete temporal coverage (different 
days, times, weekends, seasons, and so on)

(iv)  The sample data should cover all (at least most) 
travel behaviors and modes. This helps spa-
tio-temporal data mining to exclude anomalies 
and exceptions, and also it helps to find clusters 
and classes which share common patterns eas-
ier and with a greater level of certainty.

With adequate input data, it is possible to apply spa-
tio-temporal data mining techniques to identify the pat-
terns, clusters, and rules, which can model the traveler 
behaviors and movements.

The first step is capturing the trajectory. This can 
use many different positioning and tracking technolo-
gies and methods including Global Navigation Satelite 
Systems (GNSS), Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), 
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), cameras, mobile 
networks, Inertial Navigation Systems (INS), Bluetooth 
networks, tactile floors, and UltraWide Band (UWB) 
(Basiri et al. 2015).

We implement this process using an inference engine, 
developed as an ArcGIS add-in. Tracking data, which 
have been captured over a period of two months using 
a mobile app installed on mobile devices, was analyzed 
based on the algorithm.

In order to show that there is a strong correlation 
between the reliability of the output from data mining 
and the bounding box (both spatially and temporally) in 
which the trajectory data are located, two sets of trajec-
tory data for different cities (Hanover in Germany and 
Maynooth in Ireland) were captured. Trajectories were 
captured over two months (July 2013 to August 2013) 
using a mobile app which can be downloaded from serv-
ers at the Institute of Cartography and Geoinformatics 
(IKG) at the Leibniz University of Hanover and the 
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depend on the density, frequency, and the nature of the 
input data. They can be changed using this tab according 
to experts’ comments and recommendations.

Having the data anonymized and error/noise 
excluded, then trajectories are ready to go through the 
next stage and be pre-processed. Pre-processing stage 
is to make them easier to store (using segmentation, 
compression, and simplification techniques) and also 
semantically more understandable (by identifying the 
stay points and using the map matching techniques). 
The pre-process step is actually based on the fact that 
all the points in a trajectory are not equally important 
and meaningful (Zheng 2015). The pre-process step, 
including stay point detection, trajectory segmenta-
tion, trajectory simplification, and compression make 
the trajectories ready to be stored and retrieved in a 
more efficient way. In addition to the efficiency, tra-
jectory segmentation and stay point detection make 
the trajectories and some of the points semantically 
meaningful and easier to interpret. Such stay points 
can be used in recommended places to visit (Basiri, 
Amirian, and Winstanley 2014; Luo et al. 2013), esti-
mate the actual travel time and petrol consumption 
(Shang et al. 2014).

Stay points refer to the locations where users/contrib-
utors have stayed for a while. The stay points can be sim-
ply identified if the location of the user is not changing 
over a period of time. However, due to positioning ser-
vices’ inaccuracy and errors (Pang et al. 2013), it is com-
monly happens that the user stays stationary for a while 
but the positioning technology generate different read-
ings (Zheng 2015). In order to detect such stay points/
area, there are several algorithms and methods; Basiri et 
al. (2014) proposed an approach that checks the travel 
speed for each segment and if it is smaller than a thresh-
old, then the average of these two points are replaced/
stored as the “stay point”. It is possible to put distance 
and temporal interval threshold separately, instead of 
speed of each segment (i.e. if the distance between a 
point and its successor is larger than a threshold and 
also the time span is larger than a given value) as Li et al. 
(2008) proposed. Yuan et al. (2015) proposed using the 
density-clustering algorithm to identify the stay points.

This paper uses this approach in order to identify the 
speed clustering algorithms to identify the stay points. 
This can be viewed as the combination of segments’ 
speed threshold and the density-clustering algorithms.

Abnormalities and anomalies are detected (using 
statistical analysis), then some clusters are identified 
(using association rules between average speed between 
two points, number of stops, duration of stops, spatio- 
temporal topological relationships between trajectories 
and available features on the maps). Then rules and 
 patterns can be recognized using relevant parameters 
and criteria, including speed, spatial, and temporal 
correlations between segments and trajectories and 

then it is possible to have different thresholds depend 
on the travel mode (a pedestrian cannot walk faster than 
20 km/h.)

This paper only uses the travel modes specified by the 
contributors and simply ignore the possibility of error/
noise detection using the statistical methods. This is due 
to some transitional segments (e.g. from pedestrian to 
car and then again to pedestrian mode) or some anoma-
lies (which are not due to errors or noises) that might be 
removed if their spatial characteristics and relationships 
with surrounding spatial features (i.e. map matching) is 
not considered. Such segments need to be carefully kept 
for the next steps of trajectory data mining process as 
they potentially can have valuable information.

As it is previously mentioned, an ArcGIS add-in has 
been developed, as shown in Figure 2, to visualize, pro-
cess and analyze the input trajectory data. As illustrated 
in Figure 2, a trajectory analyzer in a dockable window is 
available to ArcMap. The first tab creates a feature class 
by reading the input XML file of the recorded points (i.e. 
GNSS logs, scanned QR-Codes, and mobile cell-ID loca-
tions). It can add two columns to the created feature class 
which calculate distance between each adjacent point 
pair (the length of each segment) and the speed of move-
ment of the user passing that segment. The travel speed 
is compared to the threshold (depending on the travel 
mode and if the travel mode is not specified by the con-
tributors, it is being set to 360 km/h, however, this value 
is a user-defined value and can be easily changed, as it 
shown in Figure 3). The travel speed is being stored as an 
attribute data to each segment as later on it is being used 
for rule association and also pattern recognition steps.

In addition to the classification of segments, this 
function also helps to exclude redundant data. For exam-
ple, it is possible to find points where the user has been 
stationary (speed close to zero) and replace them with 
a single point with a description of the time interval 
during which the user’s speed was zero.

By calculating the correlation between trajectory 
data, it is possible to discover other modes of classifica-
tion. Spatio-temporal clustering helps to identify such 
classes and to discover underlying rules and patterns 
through identifying parameters which are highly corre-
lated and extracting rules. Evolution rules, explained in 
Section 3, are applied at this stage through functions on 
the selection tab to discover spatial and temporal rules. 
Figure 2 shows clusters and classes of vertices of tra-
jectories depending on area of search, buffer threshold 
which limits numbers of trajectories with the same types 
(modes) within an area. There is a buffering since there 
are always inaccuracies due to positioning technologies. 
In addition to buffer area, there is buffering for temporal 
aspect of input data which limit time interval when tra-
jectories can be matched. Because of the large number 
of input features, spatial and temporal thresholds are 
used to cluster and identify associations. Such thresholds 
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relations are implicitly defined and they are not 
explicitly encoded in a database. These relations 
should be extracted from the data. However, 
there is always a trade-off between pre-comput-
ing them before the actual mining process starts 
(eager approach) and computing them on the fly 
when they are actually needed (lazy approach). 
Moreover, despite much formalization of space 
and time relations available in spatio-temporal 
reasoning, the extraction of spatial/temporal rela-
tions implicitly defined in the data introduces 
some degree of certainty that may have a large 
impact on the results of the data mining process.

•  Working at the level of stored data, that is, 
geometric representations (points, lines, and 
regions) for spatial data or time stamps for tem-
poral data, is often undesirable. Therefore, com-
plex transformations are required to describe the 
units of analysis at higher conceptual levels, where 
human-interpretable properties and relations are 
expressed.

•  Spatial resolution or temporal granularity can 
have a direct impact on the strength of patterns 
that can be discovered in the data-sets. General 
patterns are more likely to be discovered at the 
lowest resolution/granularity level. On the other 
hand, large support is more likely to exist at 
higher levels of resolution. To have a better sup-
port and also have more clusters, higher level of 
resolution and granularity are needed. In this 
stage, it worth to mention that, lack of spatial and 
temporal accuracy and precision of input data can 
be compensate, up to some extent, by number of 
input trajectories. So for large enough data-sets, 
less accurate trajectories can let us have appropri-
ate results as if accurate data were available.

In order to consider spatio-temporal relationships 
in the data mining process, a spatio-temporal database, 
which can store all required aspect of spatio-temporal 
objects, should be firstly generated. This helps to use, 
modify, and analyze different characteristics and rela-
tionships between/of trajectory data. Then using such 
a database and having large enough input datasets, it 
would be possible to find similarities, clusters, classes, 
anomalies, etc. and finally find rules and patterns con-
tained within the movement trajectory clusters.

The final step of knowledge discovery from data 
is to verify that the patterns produced by the data 
mining algorithms occur in the wider data-set. Not 
all patterns found by the data mining algorithms are 
necessarily valid. It is common for the data mining 
algorithms to find patterns in the training set which 
are not present in the general data-set. This is called 
overfitting. To overcome this, the evaluation uses a test 
set of data on which the data mining algorithm was 
not trained. The learned patterns are applied to this 

also some trajectory matching algorithms. Some of the 
examples of such rules and patterns are listed in below:

If the average speed of movement is more than 
50 km/h and the trajectory is matched by the street net-
work, then the travel mode is car; if instead the trajectory 
is matched with bus lines and there are stops (the speed 
for a short period of time, becomes zero) at the bus stops, 
then the travel mode may be bus. Such rules can be used 
in the phase of “recognizing user’s current situation”.

The inference can be more complicated than simple 
if-then rules. It is possible to find the pattern over input 
data-set using data mining techniques. By analyzing 
input trajectories captured from different types of users, 
it is possible to automatically find some similarities and 
patterns.

There are some research projects and applications 
focusing on finding patterns of movements over users’ 
trajectories, such as detecting travel modes (Feuerhake 
2012; Zhang, Dalyot, and Sester 2013), group move-
ment patterns (Dodge, Weibel, and Lautenschütz 2008), 
unusual behavior detection from trajectory analysis 
(Kuntzsch and Bohn 2013), etc. However, they focus 
on finding patterns to find out more about movement 
behavior and interpretation of them. In addition, some 
reference spatial data, such as maps, are used as another 
set of input data (or available rules) in the process of pat-
tern recognition over trajectory data. This shows that the 
accuracy and reliability of reference maps are assumed 
unquestionable, however, this is not always true espe-
cially for crowd-source data since many contributors 
are not aware of impact of spatial data quality aspects. 
This paper focuses on identifying patterns and rules over 
movements’ trajectories in order to identify OSM data 
bugs and errors.

Data mining techniques, which have been imple-
mented in some pattern recognition projects, are based 
on static approaches (conventional data mining tech-
niques), which are not fully compatible with the spatial 
and temporal aspect of trajectory data. Also in some 
research projects (Monreale et al. 2009; Yavas et al. 2005) 
where dynamic data mining has been applied, spatial 
and temporal aspects of input data were considered sep-
arately. This approach does not include spatio-tempo-
ral relationships which can help to identify some other 
rules.

The problems with most spatial and temporal (not 
spatio-temporal) data mining techniques, which have 
been used for pattern recognition, are given as the 
following:

•  Spatio-temporal topological relationships are 
ignored. The spatial relations, both metric (such 
as distance) and non-metric (such as topology, 
direction, shape, etc.) and the temporal relations 
(such as before and after) are information bearing 
and therefore need to be considered in the data 
mining methods. Also, some spatial and temporal 
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•  Spatio-Temporal Associations. These are sim-
ilar in concept to their static counterparts as 
described by Agrawal, Imielinski, and Swami 
(1993). Association Rules are of the form X → Y 
(c%, s%), where the occurrence of X is accompa-
nied by the occurrence of Y in c% of cases (while 
X and Y occur together in a transaction in s% of 
cases).

•  Spatio-Temporal Generalization. This is a process 
whereby concept hierarchies are used to aggregate 
data, thus allowing stronger rules to be located 
at the expense of specificity. Two types are dis-
cussed in the literature; spatial-data-dominant 
generalization proceeds by first ascending spatial 
hierarchies and then generalizing attributes data 
by region, while nonspatial-data-dominant gen-
eralization proceeds by first ascending the spatial 
attribute hierarchies. For each of these different 
rules may result.

•  Spatio-Temporal Clustering. While the complex-
ity is far higher than its static, non-spatial counter-
part the ideas behind spatio-temporal clustering 
are similar − that is, either characteristic features 
of objects in a spatio-temporal region or the spa-
tio-temporal characteristics of a set of objects are 
sought (Ng 1996; Ng and Han 1994).

•  Evolution Rules. This form of rule has an explicit 
temporal and spatial context and describes the 
manner in which spatial entities change over time. 
Due to the exponential number of rules that can be 
generated, it requires the explicit adoption of sets 
of predicates that are usable and understandable. 
Example predicates include Follows, Coincides, 
Parallels, and Mutates (Allen 1983; Freksa 1992; 
Hornsby and Egenhofer 1998).

•  Meta-Rules. These are created when rule sets 
rather than data-sets are inspected for trends and 
coincidental behavior. They describe observations 
discovered among sets of rules. For example, the 
support for suggestion X is increasing. This form 
of rule is particularly useful for temporal and 
spatio- temporal knowledge discovery.

In order to extract patterns and rules of movements, 
all input trajectory data are randomly divided into two 
feature classes. The first one, which is called, training 
data, is used for pattern recognition and rule learning 
purposes. Another set of input data, which is called con-
trol data, is used to control how the learnt rules and rec-
ognized patterns fit into this set of data. After analyzing 
and finding patterns on the training data, the inference 
system will apply the extracted patterns on the control 
data to see how similar input control data and estimated 
results are. If very similar, it is possible to infer that a pat-
tern was discovered and any new data can be analyzed 
using that pattern.

test set and the resulting output is compared to the 
desired output. The accuracy of the patterns can then 
be measured from how many are correctly classified. A 
number of statistical methods may be used to evaluate 
the algorithm, such as ROC curves.

If the learned patterns do not meet the desired stand-
ards, then it is necessary to re-evaluate and change the 
pre-processing and data mining steps. If the learned 
patterns do meet the desired standards, then the final 
step is to interpret the learned patterns and turn them 
into knowledge.

However, data mining techniques are very well 
developed, in order to have a better pattern recogni-
tion process and consider all aspects of trajectory data, 
it is highly recommended to apply spatio-temporal data 
mining techniques not to have problem described in 
the last subsection in last subsection. In this case, spa-
tio-temporal relationships are also considered in this 
process.

Spatio-temporal data mining includes a set of com-
putational techniques for the analysis of large spa-
tio-temporal databases. Both the temporal and spatial 
dimensions add substantial complexity to data mining 
tasks.

First of all, the spatial relations, both metric (such as 
distance) and non-metric (such as topology, direction, 
shape, etc.) and the temporal relations (such as before 
and after) are information bearing and therefore need 
to be considered in the data mining methods (Basiri 
and Malek 2014).

Second, some spatial and temporal relations are 
implicitly defined and they are not explicitly encoded in 
a database. These relations should be extracted from the 
data. However, there is always a trade-off between pre- 
computing them before the actual mining process starts 
(eager approach) and computing them on-the-fly when 
they are actually needed (lazy approach). Moreover, 
despite much formalization of space and time relations 
available in spatio-temporal reasoning, the extraction 
of spatial/temporal relations implicitly defined in the 
data introduces some degree of certitude that may have 
a large impact on the results of the data mining process.

Third, working at the level of stored data, that is, 
geometric representations (points, lines, and regions) 
for spatial data or time stamps for temporal data, is 
often undesirable. Therefore, complex transformations 
are required to describe the units of analysis at higher 
conceptual levels, where human-interpretable properties 
and relations are expressed. Fourthly, spatial resolution 
or temporal granularity can have direct impact on the 
strength of patterns that can be discovered in the data-sets.

As discussed by Abraham and Roddick (1998), the 
forms that spatio-temporal rules may take are exten-
sions of their static counterparts and at the same time 
are uniquely different from them. Five main types can 
be identified:
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4. Conclusions and future work

OpenStreetMap (OSM) data are widely used, however, its 
reliability is still under question since many contributors 
are not geospatial data experts. There are some systems and 
applications dedicated to finding bugs and errors of OSM 
data. Such systems can find errors using user-checking 
or predefined rules but they all need an extra controlling 
process to check the real-world validity of any apparent 
errors and bugs. If rules were based on the users’ travel 
behavior, rather than standard specifications, errors and 
bugs would more likely be identified correctly. This paper 
focuses on finding bugs and errors using patterns and rules 
extracted from tracking data. In order to recognize such 
patterns and rules, an inference engine was developed as 
an ArcGIS add-in which can store, visualize, and analyze 
trajectories and then infer rules and patterns using spatial 
data-mining techniques. Using such rules, potential bugs 
and errors in OSM data can be identified and stored for 
further investigation.
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The clusters and classes which can be generated using 
above-mentioned techniques are used to generate rule 
sets. The final step of knowledge discovery from data is 
to verify that the patterns produced by the data mining 
algorithms occur in the wider data-set. Not all patterns 
found by the data mining algorithms are necessarily 
valid. It is common for the data mining algorithms to 
find patterns in the training set which are not present 
in the general data-set.

If the learned patterns do not meet the desired stand-
ards, then it is necessary to re-evaluate and change the 
pre-processing and data mining steps. If the learned 
patterns do meet the desired standards, then the final 
step is to interpret the learned patterns and turn them 
into knowledge.

In this paper, since prior knowledge about the input 
data was included (such as a reference map or addi-
tional spatial data), it was decided to evaluate the cor-
rectness and logic of output patterns and rules using 
standards, “common sense” rules-of-thumb and expert 
comments as well as control data test. However, there is 
a need to compare the results of this approach with other 
approaches results to evaluate them. One of the early 
inferred rules and patterns is about identifying the travel 
mode using speed and behavior of movement. Based on 
speed of movement, it is possible to classify data into the 
four categories of pedestrian, bicycle, wheelchair, and 
vehicle. Using patterns of movement, it is possible to find 
some rules which distinguish between public transpor-
tation and cars−public transportation stops regularly at 
very specific points with very low correlation to time, 
that is whenever a vehicle arrives at station, it usually 
stops. Such rules and patterns should be confirmed by 
control data. However, if no reference data is available, 
expert comments, logical rules, and standard specifica-
tions are also part of this process.

Using speed and pattern of movement it is possible 
to identify junctions, bus lanes, pedestrian-only routes, 
one-way roads, no-U turns, and so on. Figure 3 shows 
results of clustering and classification methods from raw 
trajectory data. Comparing such clusters and classes 
with OSM data makes it possible to identify incompati-
bilities and incompleteness in the OSM data. However, 
there are two issues with this process: the accuracy of the 
inferred features, such as junctions and stops, and the 
reliability of the inferred rules. Since input data, that is 
the trajectories, are captured from positional data, they 
always suffer from inaccuracy and uncertainty. Although 
there are many trajectories used to infer a single feature 
and so the impact of inaccuracies is lower, there can still 
be a problem to identify the matching feature in OSM 
since they will never be spatially identical. Regarding the 
reliability of inferred rules, there is also another control 
process before changing the OSM data. Another feature 
class is created to store mismatched features for further 
investigation.
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